Ghost Mountain inn – Zululand, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

Elephant Coast Honeymoon Escape
At the foot of the legendary Ghost Mountain in Mkuze, northern KwaZulu Natal lies the privately
owned 4 Star Ghost Mountain Inn - a perfect setting to experience the allure of Africa in stylish
comfort. This intimate and beautiful hotel is the ideal location from which to explore the array of
wildlife and coastal reserves in Maputaland and the Elephant Coast. Nature enthusiasts will
appreciate the abundance of wildlife and the scenic splendours of this rich and diverse region during
game drives, guided walks and boat cruises in the company of knowledgeable rangers. Back at the
hotel, the spa offers a range of skin and body treatments and healthy lunches in a tranquil
environment. Those who prefer the relaxing sound of birdsong and the warmth of the African sun will
find their respite at the poolside within the glorious indigenous gardens of the Ghost Mountain Inn.
HONEYMOON SPECIAL:
Ghost Mountain Inn’s honeymoon package including 3 nights accommodation with a complimentary
room upgrade (subject to availability), including a welcome drink on arrival and a fresh fruit surprise in
their room.
This 3-night package also includes a private breakfast with sparkling wine in their room on the first
morning, a complimentary Boat Cruise to view game on the shores of Lake Jozini and one Indulgent
Couples Massage in the spa.
On the second day, couples can spend the morning in Mkuze Game Reserve viewing game and birds
and later, a romantic picnic lunch with more bubbly either in the reserve or in the Inn’s tranquil
gardens.
The package includes dinner each evening –one of which is private in a secluded setting.
Rates start from R2895 per person on a B&B basis for standard rooms and R3255 for Executive Rooms. If
honeymooners book the Suite at R3885 per person for 3 nights, they also get the 4th night
complimentary.
Rates are based on travel before the end of October 2008.
Website: www.ghostmountaininn.co.za

